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Trend

THEY LIVE.

They Live Movie. In J. Carpenter’s
movie, a pair of special glasses
allowed humans to exit and see the
hidden programming in media all
around them . Messages from alien
overlords such as “Art is Terrorism”
and “Obey”, were hidden in
magazines, newspapers, billboards.
Ads were nested in the fabric of the
reality and became the landscape.
Relevance

Why it works:

INTUITIVE FINANCE

CITIZEN SENSING

BEHAVIORAL NUDGES.

Blair finances your tuition or costs
of living. After you graduate, you pay
back a percentage of your income
for a fixed period of time.
Blendle offers all articles of all
newspapers and magazines in one
app, no paywall, no ads. Users only
pay (pennies) for the articles they
read. If you read something you
don’t think was worthy your money,
you can instantly get your money
back.

SAFECAST. When the Fukushima 9.0
earthquake hit Japan, survivors were
desperate to to know how much
radiation was leaking. Government
had not infrastructure to measure
radiation across cities. S Bonner and
J. Ito build radiation meters out or
arduinos. Distributed to citizens who
started collecting big numbers of data
points. Detailed maps, statistics,
photos etc Open source, public
domain,

MOSTADVANCEDBOT.COM.
Software agents and personal
assistance apps will take more and
more responsibility for their users. A
division between the purchaser and
the consumer. Bots are going to be
brand agnostics and target the best
deal . They will participate in online
bids and keep looking intensely.
Ads will lose their connecting
production values. Sellers will
advertising to bots not people

Why it works:

Why it works:

Why it works:

In media comms, ubiquity is the
professional’s best friend. The more
embedded a medium and a
message is the more natural it
seems and more accepted it
becomes as a “natural” condition.

Intuitive, low cost dependent on the
customer ability to pay and flexible
to her financial condition. No
physical delivery is present.

Big, user acquisition, distributed
content creation allowed it to
remain low priced. Monetization
thru use of free translation data. By
taking data away from bureaucrats
and releasing it freely, all benefit.

Machine directed advertising will
oﬀer succinct value to what fits the
user best. Bots research, compare
and optimize at a level and intensity
humans cannot.

Why it matters:

Why it matters:

Why it matters:

Why it matters:

When media is ambient, it’s no
longer part of our environment.
It is the environment. Decoding
and detaching becomes diﬃcult.

Education financing is the fourth
biggest loan category in the US
(800 billion). iTunes is the biggest
micro payment platform.

My daily mobility will provide a
wealth of data that will be used for
best fit and adaptation to my needs
so that I augment my abilities.

Scammers will take notice and soon
you will have the war of the
consumer bots. What happens to
the emotive experience design?

Trend
Biz Model

THEY LIVE.
Pay to exit.

INTUITIVE FINANCE

CITIZEN SENSING

BEHAVIORAL NUDGES.

Micro-payment model.

The User Is The Product

Emergent co-dependence

Jinsop Lee: Great design appeals to
all five senses. Higher scores makes
products and services highly more
preferable.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Considering the different life
stages and needs of human
activity, micro-payment model
adjust to people’s real life
conditions and not the vice versa.

You are now
oﬀ the GRID.

($4.99 charged to
your FORD MC.

Anatorak
meditation
in 15’ ($
1.99)

FORD: Thank
you for taking
the bus on such
a congested
day. (0.001
bitcoin per mile
in your wallet)

Question answering.
Medically relevant response/question suggestion.
Medically relevant auto-complete.
Intent classification.
Multi-modal medical classification.
Medically-aware dialogue system.

I can hear you
are very
stressed. Maybe
a walk would be
better..
Your biorhythms
are shared. Ok
levels of strain.

Trend
Biz Model

THEY LIVE.
Pay to exit.

INTUITIVE FINANCE

CITIZEN SENSING

BEHAVIORAL NUDGES.

Micro-payment model.

The User Is The Product

Emergent co-dependence

Transformed the ordinary circus into
an experience “worth over US$100
per ticket”. Each part of the business
was adjusted to change the
customers’ perceptions of what a
circus should be,

Hidden Senses : Multi-sensorial design:
people interact with and explore their
senses to find hidden meanings of how
things function.

Meditation app designed to fit into a busy
modern lifestyle. Known for its beauty and
incredible value for money,

Global volunteer-centered citizen
science project working to
empower people with data about
their environments.

• P2P car sharing(Turo and Drivy), B2C
sharing (car2go, DriveNow, Zipcar, and
Maven), Airport car sharing (BeeRides,
TravelerCar, Tripndrive
• Non-profit car sharing (eGo CarShare),
Co-owner sharing. Citymapper

One of the most versatile and
bigger producers of sensing and
remote monitoring technologies.
The people’s open
source depository.
(They will love the
revenue also).

A bot generating and customizing
platform that has started targeting
the retail industry with software
gents and digital bot assistants.

Make medical diagnoses faster,
easier, and more transparent for
both patients and physicians – An
intelligent version of WebMD that
you can talk to.

Value creation Hypothesis
Premium payment for customizable
experiences environments haptics,
sound engineering etc. based on
detailed user profiling. Fee to get
oﬀ-the-grid.

A prerequisite for scalability is big
volume of small purchases. Cost of
product kept relatively low as
relevance is high for well defined
segment and format highly minimal
and standardized.

Scalability and big data increases
platform credibility and usability for
various stakeholders (state,
research, tech, mobility). Cost of
product follows economies of scale
making marginal values healthy.

The level of decision
optimization achieved would
not be possible for the average
user, while all her needs and
requests can be followed for
every single purchase.

Pay to exit.
User value proposition
The always “ON” status of my
daily life is challenging my
ability to find a balance
between my needs to perform
and give my best self to others,
and my inner longing for
mindfulness and wellbeing.

Main Customer Adoption Strategy
“Finding believers”
“I realize there is an opportunity to improve my
mobile experience while achieving a better
everyday lifestyle balance. Exiting from the
always “ON” status and immersing myself in
carefully curated experiences that bring back a
sense of wellbeing and emancipation.

Adoption Decision Aid
Accomplishment badges, point accumulation for
discounts on service, driving record monitoring and
reward, in vehicle vitals monitoring (breathing, heart
beat, reaction times, etc). FORD leader driver club.
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Barriers to entry
Inertia: Scalability is diffi cult from the
technology providers. Legacy mobility
producers too busy with wide
portfolios and less of human centered
perspectives.
Early alliances: Finding the best
players for the new platforms can
create a disruption and can make next
competitive move more expensive to
happen.
Kick-back to the user: Finding ways to
create meaningful kick back to the user,
might be demanding in the long run.

Pay to exit. PROTOTYPE experimentation
Journaling & Story boarding

Deprivation

Co-Creation

Planned interruption of all
connectedness.

Co-Creation a stimulating yet
relaxing environment

In vitro

In vitro

Simulation

In vivo

Pre-recorded content, artifacts
available for driver to use.

In vivo

Pay to exit. Partners

Academic
Research
Medical
Research
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3rd pary
integrations

Experiential
technologies

Device and
software design

Hardware part providers

Behavioral data

Tech & Content enablers

Product
performance
Customized
experiments,
validation

Big data and
predictive
modeling open
source
developers

Mobile user data
collection, supply,
in diﬀerent
contexts and
mobility
conditions.

Open data
depositors
Suppliers,
developers
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Citizen Sensing

User value proposition

Main Customer Adoption Strategy
“Finding believers”

My daily mobility will provide a
wealth of data that will be used
for best fit and adaptation to
my needs so that I augment my
abilities.

“I realize there is an opportunity to contribute in
monitoring the environment and the use of the
device as well as environmental factors (noise,
particle, radiation, air, water, etc) in a way that
both reduces my risks, impacts the life of others
and environment and creates a financial benefit
for me while being mobile”

Adoption Decision Aid
Income back to the driver/ owner / user.
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Barriers to entry
Inertia: Scalability is diffi cult from the
technology providers. Legacy
producers so far.
Early alliances: Finding the best
players for the new platforms can
create a disruption and can make
next competitive move more
expensive to happen.
Kick-back to the user: Finding ways
to monetize while considering the
kick back to the user, might be
demanding in the long run.

Medical
Research

Insurance

CITIZEN SENSING
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Strategic Dashboard

Evaluation:

Penetrate

Expand

Nudges

Unfamiliar with
Market, Unfamiliar
with product

Sensing

Existing
customer

Extend

New
customer

Finance.

Innovate

Finance.
They Live

Disruptive
Sustaining

New to us
but exists

Nudges

Incremental
5-20% +
in turnover

Size of bubble = expected value

20% +
in turnover

double
in turnover

Sensing

Opportunity appeal
Market size
Projected profitability
Expected market growth
Strength of competition
Opportunity for a platform
Relative position
Fit with current capabilities
Fit with company’s vision
Fits with brand’s attributes
Fits existing channels
Relative strength to competitors
Overall Score:

They Live.

Finance.

Near Term

New Product

New to
The world

Sensing

Unfamiliar with
Market, or with
product
Familiar with
Market, Familiar
with product

They Live.

Existing Product

New to
our industry

Nudges

Mid Term

Experience Micro

LongTerm

User

Finance
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3
5
5
5
1

3
3
4
5
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2
3
3
4
2

15

19

19

14

5
5
5
5
3

1
3
4
5
3

4
4
4
2
3

3
3
5
4
1

23

14

17

16

38

34

36

30
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